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An hour with
Briege Leahy
By Tony D’Acanto
In spite of the strains of the pandemic,
life has continued to move at quite a
pace for the Hertfordshire Chamber
of Commerce and their CEO, Briege
Leahy. As new patrons of the Chamber,
JPA have been granted an insight into
the virtues of solid leadership in the
midst of this global crisis.
There are 52 Chambers across the UK, of which
Hertfordshire is the fastest growing. Briege’s team
continue to coordinate networking events via Zoom
with a vast array of different businesses of all shapes
and sizes in the region and bringing people together,
which is more important now than ever to help each
other through these challenging times, when the
virtues of solid leadership are now more important
than ever before.

“Being authentic, empathetic and resilient is

critical to good leadership.” explains Briege.

“Never showing fear, as the captain of a
ship and keeping your head in the midst
of a crisis.”
When the devastation of Covid started to take its toll,
there were key priorities implemented as part of the
Chamber’s strategy.
“Wellbeing of the staff was top of the list, ensuring
there’s money in the bank, keeping the customers
and members are being well looked whilst inspiring
from the top to help the team to keep calm and
not lose their nerve. Additionally, an open mind to
collaborate as we attempt to exemplify on a daily
basis at the Chamber.
As good leader questions themselves every minute
of the day and knowing in their heart that they are
making the right decisions and a leader in nothing
without a good team around them. Anyone can lead
comfortably whilst riding the crest of a wave, however
it’s in times of crisis where the virtues of solid
leadership are most important”.
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“Everyone is missing human touch presently”,
laments Briege. “People in business have been
missing interaction”, particularly given the team
spirit created for both the Chamber Team and their
members alike, which is apparent when liaising
with amiable team members, Sara, Gemma and
Naomi, who always aim to ensure the satisfaction
of the Chambers customers. Beyond the successes
achieved within Briege’s tenure at the Herts
Chamber, 3 years ago as Chair of the Housing
Committee for the Neighbourhood plan. Their group
formulated the idea to set up a Braughing Wellbeing
Group, in a village with an aging population which
was a shared responsibility amongst the committee.
“Our aim is to help those who may require our
voluntary assistance. Popping around to check on
those who may have recently lost a loved one, or
indeed if vulnerable people in the community
required DIY services, to liaise with each other within
the Group in order to help each other and rectify
their needs, rather them having to call someone
out to save them the expense. We also undertake
shopping for the elderly, who may not be able to
fulfil these tasks themselves and generally helping
to create a community spirit to help others, which is
now more important than when we launched the
Wellbeing Group”.

With an adjacent link with Harlow, having founded
Luna Logistics therein, which grew into a thriving
business, Briege speaks of the euphoria of both
Stevenage and Harlow as new towns (post war) and
the positivity by which people arrived in these towns,
with new jobs and new homes and the current
project in Stevenage is now “the most exciting
chapter of the town’s history since it become the
nations first New Town in 1946. “Historically, there
was a great deal of euphoria in the 1960s regarding
the growth of the town and this is now the most
exciting time for the area since this time”.

on June 23. Mr Osborne and Mr Halfon took time
to speak with staff from the warehouse and office
about how EU membership could affect business
growth and listened to their views. As part of the
visit Mr Osborne had a go himself at packaging the
components for a new satellite navigation system
for onward distribution and spoke to business
owner, Briege Leahy. After chatting with the staff
Mr Osborne said: “Luna Logistics is a fantastic
example of a small business that was not here a few
years ago but has been able to grow and employ
more staff.”

Having founded Luna Logistiscs in Harlow, which
grew to become a thriving business, and a close
associate of Robert Halfon MP for Harlow, one
evening prior to the Brexit vote in June 2016 Briege
received a call from his office asking to accommodate
a key member of Parliament whose name could not
be mentioned at the time! With the site based within
a c ul de sac, with the major broadcasting companies
being present, in tandem a fleet of police cars for
security, hence it was inevitably going to be a major
name. Ten minutes prior to arrival, it was revealed to
Briege that it was none other than George Osborne,
then Chancellor of the Exchequer who was to arrive
at site.

In total, Briege spent 3 hours together with the
Chancellor who warmly appreciated his time at Luna
Logistics and meeting the team present, as well as
enjoying his hot beverage in a Luna Logistics mug.
A short time after his visit, Mr Osborne sent a
handwritten letter thanking Briege and he team for
an enjoyable morning and gladly revealed that the
very same mug has now found a brand new home in
the House of Commons!

The Chancellor was taken on a tour of the
distribution centre at Luna Logistics in Mead Park,
Harlow as part of the campaign to promote for
Britain to remain in the EU before the referendum

For all companies who are interested in
joining the Hertfordshire Chamber of
Commerce, please call 01797 502180 or
email enquiries@hertschamber.com

JPA Workspaces are
proud patrons of the Chamber
of Commerce.

In tandem with these comprehensive responsibilities,
Briege is also on the Board of the Stevenage
Regeneration Project and warmly embraces the
ambitious and exciting plans for Stevenage,
Leisure Centre.
Briege’s first job was in Stevenage where she worked
for 15 years, hence the town itself has a special place
in her heart, Apartments for priority workers, cycle
paths for the purposes of wellbeing and exercise and
well as regeneration of the town centre to bring a
more cultural flavour to the town.
www.jpa-workspaces.co.uk

Helping organisations
back to work
JPA Workspaces are working with
organisations and businesses to plan for
easing staff safely and cost effectively
back to work. It is our mission to help
both employers and employees feel more
confident and safer about returning to the
workplace.
We are here to help you adapt by implementing
practical solutions that support social distancing
whilst also creating safe and healthy environments.
Employers may also wish to take this opportunity to
upgrade or refresh their office space whilst occupation
levels are low, creating more flexible, comfortable and
future-proof environments for their teams.
My team here at JPA can help your organization every
step of the way.

How will my office space change?
We may need to implement practical furniture
solutions that support social distancing to give staff
the opportunity of returning to the workplace, safely
and with confidence. Not only can JPA help you plan
new layouts for your desks, but we can also move
them, create additional power to enable additional
workspaces, store surplus items and return when
needed - a full service.
Short-term, we need to do all of this with the
least disruption and expense possible, whilst also
gathering feedback for longer term, more permanent
changes that will surely follow.
Physical changes to our workspace you can expect
to see include:
• More space between staff
• More back to back and side to side working
• More individual work areas
• More easy clean fabrics and surfaces
• More partitioning
• More screens and shielding to mitigate risk
• More wall and floor signage

Where to Start?

• More personal storage

We are all still trying to work out what Covid means
for our businesses longer term and what this means
for the workplace and the next few months is surely
a learning curve. It’s also going to be stressful, as
this experience continues to impact on our physical,
cognitive and emotional wellbeing.

• More touch free devices

It is a good idea to pilot the changes that you have
made by bringing small numbers of staff back in
manageable waves, to monitor and review whether
the measures you have put in place are effective and
to get user feedback before bringing larger numbers
back or undertaking significant spend.

Key Steps

What we will be seeing less of…
Conversely, norms that have been established
over the last few years will be reversed. Instead of
collaborative areas, hot desking, smaller desks and
hot lockers, we will be seeing less shared spaces,
furniture, equipment and less people in our offices.
We will also have to find creative ways of making our
new workspaces more appealing, especially if we are
to retain and inspire our talent. We will be seeing:
• Less dense space occupation
• Less people per square metre

• Create up to date documented risk assessment

• Less shared desks and equipment e.g. staplers,
cups, lockers, food

• Create social distancing policy to support it

• Less clutter

• Communicate your policy and changes to all staff
and stakeholders

• Less face-to-face working

• Ensure someone has clear responsibility for Social
Distancing/Covid H&S

• Less shared storage

• Provide training for your maintenance teams
and staff
• Provide guidance, instruction and clear notices for
all visitors to site.
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• Less sharing of equipment
• Less common use areas and shared spaces
• Less hot desking
For more details simply visit out website to see more
or get in touch with our team on 0727 840800.
www.jpa-workspaces.co.uk

JPA win prestigious project at One, Canada Square

Zen Work Pod

We are delighted to have won the refurbishment contract for One, Canada Square for the University College
London School of Management, a global business school, whose world-leading research, faculty and teaching
facilities compete with top-ranked business schools in the UK such as London Business School, Imperial,
Cambridge and Oxford, and other global business schools such as INSEAD, Harvard, Stanford and MIT.

Simple, monastically
inspired design

Due to be installed in November, JPA are supplying all new furniture from ethical and sustainable sources with
responsibly sourced materials, all of which can be recycled at end of life.

Keep things simple and stay focused.
Monastically inspired design promotes
a minimalist yet productive work
lifestyle at home or in the office,
inside or out.

The installation works will be Carbon Neutral and JPA will be working closely with both UCL and Canada Square
to ensure a low carbon footprint and zero waste completion to this project, reinforcing the Canary Wharf
Group commitment to reducing carbon emissions.

Canary Wharf Group becomes
first commercial district in the
world to commit to science
based targets for reducing
carbon emissions
The iconic Canary Wharf Group estate have
set ambitious carbon reduction targets
aligned to climate science and it is with
great pride that JPA have been selected to
partner this development in the provision
of furniture by virtue of our continued
commitment to sustainability.
Canary Wharf is home to more than 150
corporate tenants, including HSBC, Barclays
and KPMG, and is increasingly facing the
challenge of attracting and retaining tenants
who are demanding low carbon office
environments to help them fulfil their own
sustainability agendas. Their targets cover
both Scope 1 (direct) and Scope 2 (power
related) emissions across the entirety of
CWG’s operations and estate in East London,
as well as Scope 3 (indirect) emissions. In
order to reach the target across Scopes
1 and 2, CWG has said it will need to
collaborate more closely with tenants and
building managers, given that it has been
sourcing 100% renewable electricity for its
retail estate since 2012.
As for Scope 3 emissions, CWG has set an
additional aim to help 60% of its suppliers
set science based emissions targets within
the next five years. Suppliers in construction,
building management and related service
industries will be targeted as a priority, given
that these fields are often carbon intensive.
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Open, yet private
With a variety of options, including built in shelves
and drawers to free up space and provide much
needed storage, the pod comes completely furnished
with everything that you need to immediately start
working more effectively, either within the office, or
from home AND either inside or outside.
Ergonomically, these workspaces, both inside and
outside, offer the opportunity for comfort, privacy
and ensure safety in the midst of these challenging
times, giving you or your team the opportunity
to safely focus upon daily tasks without the
omnipresent pandemic concerns.

Well equipped
Given their sturdiness and sustainability features,
office pods maintain their value over the course of
time and can be looked at as a positive investment
and a tax deductible item for your business. A
popular option has been to rent such devices as
a corporate standard home working solution with
monthly payments with an option to buy which start
at less than £300 + VAT per month.

Should you be interested in acquiring a
home office work pod or finding out more,
please write to hello@jpa workspaces.com
or contact us on 01707 840800.
Sphere Industrial Estate, Campfield Road,
St Albans Hertfordshire AL1 5HT
www.jpa-workspaces.com
www.jpa-workspaces.co.uk

Shout out for local excellence

Excellent service in the
local community

Tyred and
underprepared

By Tony D’Acanto

By Tony D’Acanto

Key difficulties and thank you to
Alban Locksmiths

When driving a car which is a few years
old, it’s always a bit of a strain when
the dreaded MOT date is looming...

Ever had one of those days when you park up for
an important meeting and try to pull the key out of
the ignition and the key snaps right off? No? Neither
had I until August! Thankfully, the meeting was far
less taxing than the moments before…but then there
was the extreme inconvenience to contend with.
Harrowing images of being stranded for hours with
a road service expert insisting that my car be towed
away and the expense of a 16 mile taxi ride seemed
certain, before I was referred by a passer by to a
proverbial knight in shining armour whose business
was a mere five minutes away.

...and you are counting the pennies considering the
outlay one may have to suffer. Well, as the day drew
ever closer, I took my vehicle to the very nice people
at Phoenix Garage in Essex Road in Hoddesdon right
on the day before MOT deadline day!

Not entirely convinced that this would work, I
made the short walk across to Alban Locksmiths
where I was greeted with a friendly smile in spite
of my makeshift snood / mask making me appear
as though I may have been an armed robber and
I explained my situation. The young gentleman
examined my key and told me there was a chance
this could be repaired.
Within a mere 15 minutes, the young gentleman had
not only repaired the key, but would only charge a
tenner to completely alleviate my woes and sent me
on my merry way. Huge thanks to Alban Locksmith.

205 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts AL1 4SY
Mon - Fri 8.30am 5.30pm Sat 9am 4.30pm.
01707 839353 www.albanlocksmiths.uk
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Stop Press

More wins

Earlier this week JPA were named as
‘Sustainable Business of the Year’ by our own
local St Albans District Chamber of Commerce
at the Annual Community Business Awards.

We’re so proud of the awards we’ve won.

Our local Chamber awards hold a special significance
for us so this was very special, and also follows on
from a year where JPA have also been recognized
externally as a finalist in the Global Good Awards,
Edie Sustainability Leaders Awards and National
SME Awards.
ST ALBANS DISTRICT Chamber of CommerCe

COMMUNITY
BUSINESS
AWARDS
WINNER 2020

Installation of the Month
JPA have recently completed a new sixth form library and study centre in Oxford which is
our favourite of the month, please see snap shots below.
We work across all sectors including Office, Education, Healthcare, Construction and Hospitality, operating
locally in the Home Counties and North London to keep service levels high. If you are thinking of upgrading,
refreshing or re-locating, simply get in touch at hello@jpa-workspaces.com.

With the benefit of having used their professional
services, I entered confidently knowing that only
the faults would be picked up on, rather than any
fabrications, which personally is always a concern
when entering the realm of a mechanic, in light of
my admitted ignorance on all car related issues.
Thankfully, it was just the one tyre which needed
replacing! I was subsequently referred to Brantwood
Tyres in Pindar Road, Hoddesdon nearby. Within no
time at all the tyre was repaired for the sum of £40
and I was able to return directly to Phoenix Garage
to claim my MOT certificate. All in the space of two
hours from my MOT appointment! I simply could not
have hoped for a better outcome and better service.
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Thank you to both Phoenix Garage and Brantwood
Tyres for making this exercise as painless as possible!

Phoenix Garage Essex Road,
Hoddesdon EN11 0AT 01992 451115
Brantwood Tyres Pindar Road,
Hoddesdon EN11 0DE 01992 466560
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www.jpa-workspaces.co.uk

Look out for...
Our new ‘Home Working Shop’, coming soon to www.jpa-workspaces.com

Focusing on world
mental health day
2020

Taking care of your mind as well as your body has never been so important
than in today’s current climate if you are suffering as a result of COVID-19.
You may feel worried or anxious about your finances,
your health or those close to you. Perhaps you feel
bored, frustrated or lonely.
The Herts Mind Network (HMN) deliver essential
mental health support in Hertfordshire, providing a
diverse range of services from our seven Wellbeing
Centres and other venues across all ten districts of
the county. Funded locally, our services are available
to all residents in Hertfordshire over the age of 18
and offer dedicated services for 15 18 year olds.
HMN create opportunities for individuals
experiencing mental ill health to make choices, find
their solutions, build resilience and manage their
whole life and wellbeing. Our services are based on
the principle of self help with a strong emphasis on
prevention, personal development, self management
and improving health and wellbeing.
HMN provide opportunities for individuals to access
support to enable them to recover from or live with
mental ill health.

Our services are grouped in the following areas:
• Complex needs and crisis intervention
• Employment support services and training
• Social enterprise
• Health and wellbeing
• Peer support
HMN have provided support to approximately
5,000 people experiencing mental ill health each
year, through:
• 1:1 practical and emotional support
• Counselling
• Wellbeing courses
• Crisis support
• Peer support
• Housing advice
• Employment advice and support
• Leisure and education groups
• Services for older people
• Information and advice
The Mind Network operates throughout the UK,
hence for all other regions, please ask as to where
your local Mind Network is located.

If you are in need of assistance or wish to
support the Mind Network, please contact
0203 727 3600.
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www.jpa-workspaces.co.uk

UK contractors declare a manifesto for a just
transition to a zero carbon economy.
Multiplex’s Eva Gkenakou calls on contractors to commit to action on the
climate crisis.
In June 2020, a number of leading construction
contractor organisations , representing £15Bn+ of
annual turnover, declared a state of Climate and
Biodiversity emergency. They are calling for more
contractors to join them in working towards net zero
carbon and to sign up at contractorsdeclare.co.uk.
By signing up to the declaration, organisations
commit to 11 principles regarding the way they will
work with their employees, their clients, design teams
and supply chains for net zero carbon buildings and a
net zero carbon economy.
They also join a movement within the built
environment that has been gathering pace ever
since late 2018 when the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPPC), consisting of 90+ global
experts, published its report warning that humanity
only has until 2030 to prevent catastrophic levels of
climate change. A climate
spiralling out of control means hundreds of millions
of victims around the world and the end of the
world as we know it, in terms of global economic
equilibriums, natural landscapes, biodiversity and
building design.
This sobering fact prompted a reaction from business
and citizen led groups, cities and countries to declare
a state of climate and biodiversity emergency in
order to drive urgent action.
In the built environment, the “UK Architects Declare”
movement successfully reverberated across the
construction industry nationally and internationally
prompting Engineers, Project Managers and Landscape
Architect businesses to join in and, between them, form
a “Construction Declare” movement.
This movement has contributed significantly to
help to change practices’ mindsets, as a recent
Architects Declare survey has shown. Now,
contractor businesses including Multiplex in the
UK are supporting the movement too, joining forces
with their peers and their value chains in the
built environment.
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In launching UK Contractors Declare with our peers
we have sought to make a pledge for specific action,
building upon the previous declarations with the aim
of targeting net zero carbon emissions. We made our
pledge specific by referencing the use of standards
for limiting global warming to 1.5 C, as well as the
UK Green Building Council’s (definition of net zero
and the World Green Building Council’s call for all
new buildings, infrastructure and renovations to
have reduced embodied carbon by at least 40% by
2030 and all new buildings to be net zero
operational carbon.
In fact, discussions for the UK Contractors Declare
manifesto first began within the UKGBC Contractors
Forum where, in conversations with my peers, the
idea quickly gained momentum. A number of leading
contractors had already set goals for decarbonisation
, including the adoption of the UKGBC’s Net Zero
Carbon Buildings Framework and the World Green
Building Council’s Net Zero Carbon Buildings
Commitment. However, we recognised that the
majority of the market had yet to make a net
zero commitment.
Through creating a joint declaration that was specific
to construction contractor organisations , with a
breakdown of the actions and standards that would
enable a net zero carbon economy, we aim to inspire
all contractors, including those on the early stages
of their sustainability journey, to sign up and unite
behind this common goal.

JPA are carbon certified company.
Working as part of the wider global “Construction
Declares” movement, Contractors Declare is already
engaging with Architects Declare and Engineers
Declare to avoid duplication of activity and help
promote a joined up and strategic approach to
combining resources, lobbying government and
driving meaningful and effective change.
In this difficult time, with the Covid 19 pandemic
having serious implications across the globe,
the declaration reinforces the message that any
stimulus and mobilisation of resources needs to
have the net zero carbon economy as the ultimate
goal and green jobs as part of the pathway for
economic and social prosperity.

Source: www.ukgbc.org/news/uk
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By giving contractors a collective voice on the climate
and biodiversity emergency, Contractors Declare is
also intent on giving the supply chain, designers, and
ultimately clients, clarity on the contractors’ ambition
to achieve net zero.
Such clarity is important as it enables policymakers
to accelerate the formation and implementation
of policies for goals that may have been previously
thought to be unachievable.

www.jpa-workspaces.co.uk

Our Services
Trusted since 1974

Furniture specification & supply
Space planning & re-design
Project management
Fit out & facilities services
Workplace strategy development
Furniture consultancy & advice
Ergonomics and DSE assessments
Office moves & re-locations
Crate hire & furniture storage
Furniture maintenance
Furniture maximisation &
resource management
Furniture recycling
Post installation aftercare

Sphere Industrial Estate, Campfield Road,
St Albans Hertfordshire AL1 5HT
01707 840800
hello@jpa workspaces.com
www.jpa-workspaces.com

